Appendix  B.
But the position of the defendant is quite different. He is, literally,
fighting for his life. "Skin for skin, all that a man hath w21 he give
lor ins lite, said patient Job. And when a man finds himself faced with
a murder charge, not the least part of his torment is one of wavs and
means.
Owing to our antiquated assize system there is a possibility that the
accused may spend several months in gaol. There is no hope of bail.
Week after week he waits and waits for the ordeal, knowing that by some
means, even if it ruin him, he must raise sums of money for the building
up of the defence, the briefing of counsel, the maintaining of witnesses
during the trial, and the costly evidence of experts to rebut the evidence
given by the Crown's " star " medical and scientific men.
I spent several months in Carmarthen Gaol. I was racked with anxiety
as to how the ways and means of mv trial could be found. And then when
the day came that I took my place in the dock before a battery of curious
eyes, my " careworn appearance " was adversely commented upon in some
quarters. I dwell upon this to let the unthinking realise what the prisoner
has been passing through before he stands up to plead.
t Then, should he falter, he is exposed to the fear that this may be
written down as a consciousness of guilt; or should he by an iron effort
face his judge and jury with a show of calmness, he is kfc jaunty " and
" coolly composed." Well indeed have I learned the lesson that the de-
meanour of a prisoner is but little to go upon.
Only those who have been the man in the dock, too, can realise the
awful sensation of listening to leading counsel for the Crown *fc opening
the case/' A helpless, suffocating sense of impotency, and doubly so
when the prisoner is a lawyer.
It sounds black—black to the point of certainty. The lightest action
assumes a sinister appearance; a chance word becomes ominous; letters
are found to foreshadow violence; motive is harped upZ'C. This is legiti-
mate, of coursej from a forensic point of view. Oar Crowii lawyers are
scrupulously fair, but their business is to prosecute, and " with the utmost
rigour of the Law."
When the Attorney-General in Hereford Court went on in _his silken
tones constructing the case against Major Armstrong lie did it with a fair-
ness that was beyond reproach—but with a forensic skill that was un-
utterably deadly.
And I know what the prisoner felt! Helpless, trapped, overborne,
He steals a glance at the jury and sees that every vord is telling. That
is almost the worst moment in the trial.
My refuge during the trial was the knowledge of the scrupulous im-
partiality of the Judge. And at Hereford I was struck with the skill and
wisdom with which Mr. Justice Barling held the balance between the great
advocates on either side.
The jury of necessity are swayed backwards and forwards ^by the
skill of contending counsel. I remember that when a telling point was
made by the Crown against me I simply dared not look at the jury.
Then, too, there is the ordeal of going into the bor. Many a time in
former days I have urged a man to go into the witness-bos, and have
drawn an adverse conclusion if he has hesitated. I have changed my views
upon that point now.
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by counsel at the jury«nay influence their minds.
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It is an ordeal that can never be realised except by those who have
been through it.   After being worn out with some days of tuiparalMed
strain in the earlier stages of the trial, the prisoner " goes into the box.
The eves of the crowd watch every motion, the twiteh of his face, and
the fluttering of hi* hands.   He Imows tottoy^v^to*]^

